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ABSTRACT
There are various biases in recommender systems. Recognizing bi-
ases, as well as unfairness caused by problematic biases, is the first
step of system optimization. Related studies on algorithmic biases
are mainly from the perspective of either items or users. For the
latter (we call it “algorithmic user bias”), existing works have con-
sidered algorithms’ accuracy performances measured by accuracy
metrics like RMSE. However, algorithmic user biases in beyond-
accuracy measurements have rarely been studied, even though
beyond-accuracy oriented recommendation algorithms have been
increasingly investigated, with the purpose of breaking through the
personalization limits of traditional accuracy-oriented algorithms
(such as the typical “filter bubble” phenomenon). To fill in the re-
search gap, in this work, we employ a large-scale survey dataset
collected from a commercial platform, in which more than 11,000
users’ ratings on the recommendation’s 5 performance objectives
(i.e., relevance, diversity, novelty, unexpectedness, and serendipity)
and 8 kinds of user characteristics (i.e., gender, age, big-5 person-
ality traits, and curiosity) are available. We study user biases of
four algorithms (i.e., HOT, Rel-CF, Nov-CF, and Ser-CF) in terms
of those five measurements between user groups of the eight user
characteristics. We further look into users’ behavior patterns like
the preference of using more positive ratings, in order to interpret
the observed biases. Finally, based on the observed algorithmic user
bias and users’ behavior patterns, we analyze the possible factors
leading to the biases and recognize problematic biases that may
lead to unfairness.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Recommender systems; Personal-
ization; • Applied computing→ Psychology.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the context of the vigorous development of recommendation
algorithms, more and more researchers today, when evaluating
recommendation algorithms, not only consider the performance
improvement, but also consider the possible bias of the algorithm
and unfairness issues. Liebig’s law of the minimum [46] suggests
that a bucket’s capacity is determined by its shortest stave. For the
given recommendation algorithm, its "shortest stave" lurks in all
possible biases, which will limit the practicality of the recommenda-
tion algorithm. For example, it has been observed that conventional
collaborative filtering approaches have the tendency of recommend-
ing popular items, which may limit users to explore novel items
and/or cause slow sales of long-tail items [33, 45].

Related studies on algorithmic biases are mainly from the per-
spective of either items (like the popularity bias) [1] or users [12,
36, 40]. In this work, we call the latter type of bias as “algorithmic
user bias”, so as to distinguish from that mainly from the percep-
tive of items. Specifically, identifying algorithmic user bias is to
analyze one algorithm’s performances among different user groups,
for which there are two major factors that normally need to be
considered: performance objective and user characteristic used to
group users.

However, existing works on algorithmic user bias [12, 36, 40]
have mainly focused on accuracy performance of algorithms, as
measured by well-known accuracy metrics such as Root Mean
Squared Error (RMSE) and Normalized Discounter Cumulative Gain
(NDCG). The algorithmic user biases in beyond-accuracy measure-
ments have rarely been studied, even though beyond-accuracy
oriented recommendation algorithms have been increasingly inves-
tigated [15, 20], with the purpose of breaking through the person-
alization limits of traditional accuracy-oriented algorithms (such
as the typical “filter bubble” phenomenon).. Among them, diversity,
novelty, and serendipity have widely been discussed [20].

Regarding user characteristics, previous works mainly consid-
ered users’ demographic information (e.g., gender and age) [12, 40],
but few have taken into account their psychological characteristics
(such as personality traits). In a recent work [36], it was found that
the studied algorithms produce more accurate recommendations for
people with low Openness, low Conscientiousness, low Extraversion,
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high Agreeableness, or high Neuroticism (note that they refer to five
personality traits according to the Big-5 Factor Model [34]).

In our work, we not only analyze algorithmic user bias in several
beyond-accuracy measurements, but also consider users’ personal-
ity traits and curiosity given that they may affect users’ appetite
for novelty and serendipity [10, 21, 48]. There are two research
questions we have been engaged in answering:

RQ1 :Do algorithms have significantly different performances among
different user groups, in terms of beyond-accuracy objectives?

RQ2 : If so, to what extent may the biased performance lead to the
unfairness to users?

We concretely employed a large-scale survey dataset collected
from a commercial platform [10], which includes more than 11,000
users’ ratings on 5 performance objectives (i.e., relevance, diversity,
novelty, unexpectedness, and serendipity) of a recommendation, as
randomly returned by one of four algorithms respectively oriented
to recommending popular (HOT), accurate (Rel-CF), novel (Nov-
CF), and serendipitous (Ser-CF) recommendations; and 8 kinds
of user characteristics (i.e., gender, age, big-5 personality traits,
and curiosity). We grouped users by each user characteristic into
two groups (e.g., low or high curiosity) and tested whether each
algorithm is significantly biased as for each performance objective
or not. Then, we analyzed users’ behavior patterns according to
users’ logs and ratings, in order to further interpret the results of
between-group performance comparison. Combining the results of
algorithmic user bias and users’ behavior patterns, we figure out
several problematic biases in the studied algorithms, i.e., biases that
may lead to the algorithm’s unfair treatments of different users.

In short, our contributions are mainly two-fold:

(1) We observe algorithmic user bias in not only accuracy but
also beyond-accuracy measurements (i.e., diversity, novelty,
unexpectedness, and serendipity), in terms of 8 kinds of user
characteristics (i.e., gender, age, big-5 personality traits, and
curiosity).

(2) Taking into consideration both the user biases of algorithms
and user behavior patterns, we find to which degree the
observed user biases may lead to unfairness and what prob-
lematic biases could be prioritized by algorithm developers.

The remainder is organized as follows.We first introduce the related
work on algorithmic bias in recommender systems (Section 2). Then,
we introduce the employed dataset (Section 3), followed by results
of measuring algorithmic user bias (Section 4) and analyzing users’
behavior patterns (Section 5). Finally, we discuss the major findings
(Section 6) and conclude this work (Section 7).

2 RELATEDWORK
Algorithmic bias refers to one type of bias that is not present in
the input data, but instead, is added primarily by the algorithm’s
mechanism [35]. It may affect the recommender system’s perfor-
mances even if there are no biases from users and/or developers nor
biases from the process of collecting and processing data [5]. In this
section, we review related studies on algorithmic bias and organize
them according to the object (items or users) that they mainly take
into consideration: algorithmic recommendation bias that considers
the bias of algorithms from the perspective of recommended items,

and algorithmic user bias that considers the bias of algorithms from
the perspective of target users.

AlgorithmicRecommendationBias. At present, themost stud-
ied algorithmic recommendation bias is the popularity bias, which
refers to the fact that popular items are more frequently recom-
mended to certain groups or all the users than less popular items [1].
Correspondingly, algorithms with popularity bias will exacerbate
the long tail phenomenon, which can be unfair to product suppliers
as well as users who desire diverse and personalized recommenda-
tions.

Conventionally, popularity bias [49] is mainly measured by the
average frequency of recommendations being accessed (e.g., rating,
clicking, or purchasing) [1, 12, 23, 31]. For instance, [31] studied how
algorithms intensify the existing bias in historical data by applying
algorithms to generate recommendations for multiple iterations
and then observing the change of average popularity of recommen-
dation lists over time. Their results show that the use of the studied
algorithms (such as MostPopular, BPR, and UserKNN) can amplify
popularity bias. Lots of attempts have been done to mitigate pop-
ularity bias, e.g., by propagating long-tail recommendations [45],
or considering beyond-accuracy metrics like recommendation di-
versity [4] and category coverage [39]. [2] proposed a method of
matching the recommendation’s popularity with users’ taste of
popular items in order to achieve a fairer treatment of users.

Another measure of popularity bias considers the average rating
value of recommendations. In this sense, [18] compared the average
rating values of 13 algorithms in two datasets, and found that 10 of
the 13 algorithms tend to recommend high-rating (> 4.1 in 5-point
scale) items to users. [8] defined other variants of popularity bias
(such as item statistical parity) aiming at promoting fairness. [49]
proposed popularity-opportunity bias, which is to consider the pop-
ularity bias of recommendations regarding the same user’s different
preferences, and investigated how to debias it. Besides item-level
recommendation bias, [7] explored and identified category-level
bias of algorithms by computing the recommendation’s popularity
via its category (such as “development” that is one course category).

Algorithmic User Bias. Different from algorithmic recommen-
dation bias, algorithmic user bias mainly considers the biased per-
formance (e.g., accuracy) of algorithms among different user groups.
For instance, [40] studied the influence of users’ gender, age, coun-
try, and preferred music genres, and found that users with different
characteristics receive recommendations of different qualities even
using the same recommendation method. So the authors appealed
for employing the combination of multiple recommendation models
rather than a single method. Similarly, [12] explored the between-
group differences of algorithms’ accuracy performance regarding
users’ demographic characteristics (i.e., gender and age). By re-
sampling the training data to balance the demographic distribution
of input data, they found that the previously identified significant
between-group differences as for accuracy performance become
non-significant, which indicates re-sampling and using more uni-
form input data can alleviate algorithmic user bias to some extent.
Moreover, their experiments showed that there is an interaction
effect between popularity bias and algorithmic demographic bias.

In addition to demographics, [36] compared algorithms’ accu-
racy performance regarding users’ big-5 personality traits, called
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personality bias. Three algorithms were analyzed in this work, i.e.,
SLIM, EASE, and Mult-VAE, which are state-of-the-art accuracy-
oriented algorithms for resolving sparse data and long-tail problems.
The compared algorithms did not treat users in different ways nor
utilize users’ personality information, but significant differences
among different personality groups in terms of accuracy measure-
ment were observed. For example, it was shown that all the studied
algorithms perform more accurately for highly neurotic or lowly
open users.

Limitations. In summary, we can see that researches on algo-
rithmic bias, especially from users’ perspective, are still limited.
First, existing works on algorithmic user bias have mainly focused
on accuracy performance of algorithms but the algorithmic user
biases in beyond-accuracy measurements have rarely been stud-
ied, even though beyond-accuracy oriented recommendation al-
gorithms have been increasingly investigated in recent years [15].
Second, regarding user characteristics, previous works on algorith-
mic user bias mainly considered users’ demographic information,
but few have taken into account their psychological characteristics,
even though some recommendation approaches have attempted
to exploit users’ personality traits to improve personalized recom-
mendations [42]. In this view, in addition to big-5 personality traits,
other trait such as curiosity deserves exploration too, since it has
been regarded as an important factor affecting people’s enjoyment
when they interact with new things [21]. Therefore, in this work,
we have been engaged in filling in these research gaps to contribute
to the research area of fairness in recommender systems.

3 DATASET DESCRIPTION
To investigate algorithmic user bias, two kinds of information are
important: One is the measurement of algorithms’ performance
and the other one is information about user characteristics. In this
work, we used Taobao Serendipity Dataset1, which was collected
previously [10, 44] (from Dec. 21, 2017 to March 17, 2018) on the
popular e-commerce platform Mobile Taobao in China. There are
11,383 users’ valid responses in this dataset.

Concretely, four algorithms were employed in their survey [10],
respectively called HOT, Rel-CF, Nov-CF, and Ser-CF, which aim at
recommending popular, relevant, novel, and serendipitous products
respectively. When participating in the survey through the Mobile
Taobao’s client interface, the user first received a recommenda-
tion generated by one of the algorithms (randomly allocated) and
was asked to give multi-faceted evaluations on the recommended
product. In this work, we mainly consider relevance (i.e, the user’s
perceived accuracy) and four common beyond-accuracy objectives
(i.e., diversity, novelty, unexpectedness, and serendipity).

In this survey, each participant was also asked to fill out some
demographic information (i.e., gender and age) and answer two psy-
chological inventories (i.e., Ten-Item Personality Inventory (TIPI)
[14] for the big-five personality traits, and Curiosity and Explo-
ration Inventory-II (CEI-II) [21] for curiosity).

1https://github.com/greenblue96/Taobao-Serendipity-Dataset. Note that not all of the
mentioned data are included in this publicly released dataset, because of confidentiality
policy of the industry partner.

3.1 Performance Measurement
In addition to accuracy that has been extensively studied in related
work about algorithmic user bias (see Related Work) [12, 36, 40],
we particularly consider four beyond-accuracy objectives: diversity,
novelty, unexpectedness, and serendipity in this work.

• Diversity. It refers to the degree of the recommendation
being different from the system’s previous recommenda-
tions (note that we focus on user-centric diversity instead of
system-centric diversity [20] in this study).

• Novelty. It is to which degree the recommended item is
new/unknown to the user [20].

• Unexpectedness. It refers to how unexpected/surprising the
recommended item is to the user [3, 19, 24].

• Serendipity. It, by definition, refers to “[...]make discoveries,
by accidents and sagacity, of things which they were not in
quest for [...]” [6, 29, 43]. In recommender systems, it nor-
mally involves two aspects: relevance and surprise (or called
unexpectedness) [22]. That is, a serendipitous recommenda-
tion should not only match to the target user’s preferences,
but also be surprising to the user.

Each performance objective was concretely measured by asking
users to rate the corresponding statement (e.g., “The item recom-
mended to me is a pleasant surprise” for serendipity; see Table 1) on
a 5-point Likert scale from 1 (“strongly disagree”) to 5 (“strongly
agree”) [10, 44]. The advantage of such measurement is to avoid
introducing measurement bias from researchers [41] into the study,
and the evaluation from users’ perspective can also be more reliable
than offline metrics [20].

Table 1 lists statistics of these measurements in the dataset. Re-
sults of Kolmogorov-Smirnov test show that they are not normally
distributed (p < 0.001), so we chose to use non-parametric methods
for subsequent analysis. Moreover, the inter-correlations between
every pair of objectives are all below 0.80, indicating that there is
no serious multicollinearity problem [13].

3.2 Algorithms
Four algorithms were used to generate recommendations in this
dataset: HOT, Rel-CF, Nov-CF, and Ser-CF, which are respectively
oriented to provide popular, relevant, novel, and serendipitous rec-
ommendations [10]. Except for the non-personalized algorithm
HOT, the other three are variants of Collaborative Filtering (CF)
algorithm. Although basic, they can be representative of typical
CF methods for achieving beyond-accuracy objectives (especially
novelty and serendipity) [11, 19, 28], and the similar recommen-
dation mechanism (i.e., CF-based) allows us to see how different
utilization of the same data may lead to different biases.

• HOT. It recommends the most popular item, without consid-
ering the individual user’s preferences.

• Rel-CF. It is based on user-user collaborative filtering (i.e.,
user-based CF). As an improvement on traditional user-user
similarity, it considers user similarity within the same item
category as well as time information, under the assump-
tion that the smaller time interval between two users’ clicks
on the same item would indicate higher similarity between
them.
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• Nov-CF. It is based on item-item collaborative filtering (i.e.,
item-based CF) for enhancing the recommendation’s novelty.
Being different from Rel-CF, Nov-CF primarily calculates the
similarity of items from different categories, so that only
candidate items from categories different from those of the
considered item would get high similarity score. In this way,
Nov-CF recommends items that are unlikely known by the
user.

• Ser-CF. It is also an item-based CF algorithm, but aims at
enhancing both relevance and surprise of recommendations
(i.e., serendipity-oriented). The assumption behind Ser-CF
is that the more similar the trajectories of two items be-
ing accessed by different users, the higher their similarity
is. More concretely, on the basis of Nov-CF that calculates
pairwise similarity of two items from different categories,
Ser-CF further strengthens their relevance by considering
the similarities of all items that are adjacent to them in the
user’s accessing sequence2.

The previous study [10] shows that in general Ser-CF outper-
forms other algorithms in terms of relevance, novelty, and serendip-
ity, while HOT performs the best in terms of unexpectedness pos-
sibly due to its non-personalized nature. In our work, instead of
comparing these algorithms [10], we mainly focus on identifying
the potential bias of each algorithm among different user groups
(i.e., the algorithmic user bias). Among those totally 1,383 surveyed
users, the numbers (percentages) of users who evaluated recom-
mendations by the four algorithms are respectively 2,819 (24.8%) for
HOT, 2,817 (24.7%) for Rel-CF, 2,871 (25.2%) for Nov-CF, and 2,876
(25.3%) for Ser-CF.

3.3 User Characteristics
We have analyzed 8 kinds of user characteristics: gender, age, big-
5 personality traits, and curiosity. They were also acquired from
users’ self-reported responses.

• Gender and Age. There are 3,614 (31.75%) males and 7,769
(68.25%) females. As for the age, 3,274 (28.76%) users were
under 20 years old at the time of experiment, 4,701 (41.30%)
were 20-30 years old, 2,433 (21.37%) were 30-40 years old,
735 (6.46%) were 40-50 years old, 166 (1.46%) were 50-60
years old, and 74 (0.65%) were over 60 years old. To facilitate
analysis, we divide all users into two age groups: younger
users who were less than 30 years old (70.06%) and older
users who were over 30 years old (29.94%). The demographic
distributions are basically in line with the statistics reported
about online shopping users in China [9, 37], which suggest
that little population bias [38] exists in this dataset, and thus
the biases observed in subsequent analysis can represent the
actual situation of users’ evaluation of the algorithms.

• Big-5 Personality Traits. The Big-5 Factor Model is a com-
monly used model for representing an individual’s personal-
ity fromfive dimensions: [14]:Openness to Experience (shorted
as Openness), higher score of which indicates that the person
is more open to new experiences and less conventional; Con-
scientiousness, higher score of which indicates that the person
is more self-disciplined and less disorganized; Extraversion,

2Interested readers can refer to [10] for detailed description of each algorithm.

higher score of which indicates that the person is more en-
thusiastic and less reserved; Agreeableness, higher score of
which indicates that the person is more sympathetic and less
critical; and Neuroticism, higher score of which indicates that
the person is less emotionally stable and more easily upset.
The Ten-Item Personality Inventory (TIPI) [14] was adopted
to acquire users’ personality values during the process of
data collection [10, 44], by which each trait was assessed
via two items (e.g., “open to new experiences, complex” and
“conventional, uncreative” for Openness; each on a 7-point
Likert scale). The distributions of those users’ personality
traits are shown in Figure 1(a) - 1(e). The means (medians) of
their openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeable-
ness, and neuroticism scores are respectively 4.63 (4.50), 4.56
(4.50), 4.17 (4.00), 4.97 (5.00), and 4.26 (4.00). Kolmogorov-
Smirnov tests show that all of the five personality traits are
not normally distributed (p < 0.001).

• Curiosity. Curiosity, as a personal attribute, refers to the
desire to know or learn something new [27]. Previous stud-
ies [10, 44] found that users with high curiosity are more
concerned about the novelty of recommended items and
are more satisfied with serendipitous recommendations. In
this dataset [10, 44], Curiosity and Exploration Inventory-II
(CEI-II) [21] was used to measure users’ curiosity, concretely
about their “motivation to seek out knowledge and new expe-
riences” and “willingness to embrace the novel, uncertain, and
unpredictable nature of everyday life”. The distribution w.r.t.
curiosity is shown in Figure 1(f), with the mean (median)
of 3.14 (3.1). It is neither normally distributed according to
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (p < 0.001).

4 ALGORITHMIC USER BIAS
In order to investigate whether those four recommending algo-
rithms (see Section 3.2) perform differently between user groups,
especially regarding the beyond-accuracy objectives, we first split
users into two groups as for each type of user characteristic. Me-
dian split method [17] was used to group users (except gender and
age). Then, we used Mann-Whitney U test3 to see whether users’
evaluations on one objective are significantly different between the
two groups (e.g., low and high curiosity). Results are reported in
Table 2, where the bold numbers indicate significant performance
differences of the algorithm between two compared user groups
in terms of the corresponding objective. We organize those results
by the five performance objectives (i.e., relevance, diversity, nov-
elty, unexpectedness, and serendipity) and describe the identified
algorithmic user biases.

4.1 Relevance
All of the four studied algorithms have significantly different per-
formances (p < 0.05) between the user groups w.r.t. Age, two per-
sonality traits (Conscientiousness and Neuroticism), and Curiosity.
To be more specific, these algorithms all produce more relevant rec-
ommendations for older users (mean = 3.47/3.02 in older/younger
user group), more conscientious users (mean = 3.30/3.04 in high/low

3Mann-Whitney U test is a non-parametric test of whether one of two random variables
is larger than the other, and can work with unequal sample sizes [30].
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Table 1: Statistics of the five objective measurements

Objective Statement for user evaluation (responded on a 5- Mean (Std.) Median K-S test
&point Likert scale)

Relevance “The item recommended to me matches my interests.” 3.15 (1.452) 4.00 0.251∗∗∗
Diversity “The item recommended to me is similar to the system’s

prior recommendations.” (reversed)
3.04 (1.320) 3.00 0.192∗∗∗

Novelty “The item recommended to me is novel.” 2.94 (1.426) 3.00 0.229∗∗∗
Unexpectedness “The item recommended to me is unexpected.” 3.15 (1.456) 3.00 0.208∗∗∗
Serendipity “The item recommended to me is a pleasant surprise.” 2.65 (1.454) 2.00 0.200∗∗∗

Note: ∗∗∗p < 0.001 for Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test.
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Figure 1: Distributions of the big-5 personality traits (from 1 to 5, with the granularity of 0.5) and curiosity (from 1 to 7, with
the granularity of 0.1) among all users. The red line indicates the median for each trait.

conscientiousness group), more neurotic users (mean = 3.25/3.06
in high/low neuroticism group), and more curious users (mean =
3.41/2.91 in high/low curiosity group). In addition, Nov-CF and Ser-
CF show relevance bias between users of high and low Openness,
and HOT and Nov-CF have bias between users of high and low
Agreeableness. If grouping users by Gender, only HOT is biased
in terms of relevance, with means 2.84 and 2.66 respectively for
male and female users; and if grouping users by Extraversion, only
Rel-CF is biased in terms of relevance, with means 3.11 and 2.90
respectively for high-extraversion and low-extraversion users.

On the other hand, each algorithm has different degrees of bias
for different user characteristics. Specifically, HOT biases most with
respect to Age with the largest between-group difference 0.59 (i.e.,
3.14 − 2.55 = 0.59), followed by Curiosity (0.42) and Conscientious-
ness (0.30). Rel-CF biases most w.r.t. Curiosity (difference between
high and low curiosity groups is 0.49), followed by Conscientious-
ness (0.42) and Age (0.40). Nov-CF biases most w.r.t. Curiosity (0.51),
followed by Age (0.36) and Conscientiousness (0.25). Ser-CF biases

most w.r.t. Curiosity (0.47), also followed by Age (0.37) and Consci-
entiousness (0.17).

Shortly, although many biases observed in terms of the recom-
mendation’s relevance, considering algorithm optimization, de-
velopers may consider debiasing algorithms’ relevance between
groups w.r.t. Age (for HOT) and Curiosity (for Rel-CF, Nov-CF, and
Ser-CF) first.

4.2 Diversity
All of the algorithms are biased in terms of diversity between user
groups regarding Age and Curiosity. Specifically, algorithmic diver-
sity performances perceived by younger users (mean = 3.14) and
lowly curious users (mean = 3.19) are higher than those perceived
by older users (mean = 2.80) and highly curious users (mean =
2.89) respectively (p < 0.001). For personality traits, except Ser-
CF, recommendations are more diverse for low Conscientiousness
users than for high Conscientiousness users; while Ser-CF is bi-
ased w.r.t. Agreeableness (mean = 2.74 and 2.60 respectively for
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Table 2: Results of algorithmic user bias for each objective measurement regarding different user groups by Mann-Whitney U
test

high and low agreeableness groups). As for Gender, except Nov-CF,
recommendations are more diverse for females than for males.

Regarding the bias degree, all the studied algorithms have the
largest bias w.r.t. Age, followed by Curiosity. For instance, the
difference in terms of HOT’s diversity performance between Age
groups (younger and older users) is 0.47, followed by Curiosity
(0.33).

Therefore, to improve the algorithm’s diversity performance,
researchers could consider the desired diversity by users of different
ages as well as considering their curiosity levels. For instance, they
may aim to increase diversity for younger and low-curiosity users,

which may potentially optimize the overall diversity performance
of the target algorithm.

4.3 Novelty
All of the studied algorithms produce more novel recommendations
regarding five user characteristics, i.e., Gender (mean = 3.10/2.86 in
the male/female group), Age (mean = 3.32/2.78 in the older/younger
user group), Conscientiousness (mean = 3.08/2.82 in the high/low
conscientiousness group), Neuroticism (mean = 3.04/2.85 in the
high/low neuroticism group), and Curiosity (mean = 3.18/2.71 in
the high/low curiosity group). Moreover, for Agreeableness groups,
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except HOT, all algorithms produce more novel recommendations
for low agreeableness users. For Extraversion groups, only Rel-CF
is biased, which produces more novel items to high extraversion
users (mean = 2.89/2.72 in the high/low extraversion group).

As for each algorithm, HOT and Rel-CF bias most w.r.t Age, Nov-
CF biases most w.r.t. Curiosity, and Ser-CF biases most w.r.t. Gender.
Specifically, the largest between-group difference of HOT’s novelty
performance is 0.63 w.r.t. Age, followed by 0.37 w.r.t. Curiosity.
For Rel-CF, the difference is 0.52 w.r.t. Age, followed by 0.42 w.r.t.
Curiosity. For Nov-CF, it is 0.50 w.r.t. Curiosity, followed by 0.25
w.r.t. Age. For Ser-CF, it is 1.23 w.r.t. Gender, followed by 0.53 w.r.t.
Age and 0.50 w.r.t. Curiosity.

Still, similar to the above observations, biases between
Age/Curiosity groups could be paid more attention to by algorithm
developers. It is also worth noting that the novelty of recommen-
dations provided by Ser-CF biases seriously between males and
females, which might deserve attention too.

4.4 Unexpectedness
It is observed that all the studied algorithms produce biased recom-
mendations in terms of unexpectedness evaluation as for four user
characteristics, i.e., Gender (mean = 3.31/3.08 in the male/female
group), Age (mean = 3.43/3.03 in the older/younger user group),
Conscientiousness (mean = 3.26/3.07 in the high/low conscien-
tiousness group), and Curiosity (mean = 3.33/2.99 in the high/low
curiosity group). Moreover, the three CF-based algorithms (i.e., Rel-
CF, Nov-CF, and Ser-CF) are all biased as for Neuroticism (higher
unexpectedness for more neurotic users). As for Openness, Nov-CF
produces more unexpected recommendations for high-openness
users (mean = 3.12/3.01 in the high/low openness group). For Agree-
ableness groups, HOT and Ser-CF are biased and generate more
unexpected recommendations for low-agreeableness users.

Regarding the largest between-group difference of each algo-
rithm’s unexpectedness performance, three algorithms (i.e., HOT,
Rel-CF, and Ser-CF) bias most between Age groups, followed by
Curiosity groups; while Nov-CF biases most w.r.t. Curiosity, then
Age.

4.5 Serendipity
In terms of serendipity, there are just three unbiased results, i.e., Rel-
CF between Openness/Agreeableness groups and Ser-CF between
Extraversion groups. It shows that those studied algorithms all pro-
duce significantly more serendipitous recommendations for male
users (mean = 2.79 vs. 2.59 for females), older users (mean = 3.06
vs. 2.48 for younger users), high-Openness users (mean = 2.72 vs.
2.60 for low-openness users), high-Conscientiousness (mean = 2.83
vs. 2.51 for low-conscientiousness users), high-Extraversion users
(mean = 2.72 vs. 2.59 for low-extraversion users), low-Agreeableness
users (mean = 2.72 vs. 2.59 for high-agreeableness users), high-
Neuroticism users (mean = 2.76 vs. 2.55 for low-neuroticism users),
and high-Curiosity users (mean = 2.99 vs. 2.33 for low-curiosity
users).

Among those biases, HOT biases most between Age groups
(difference is 0.64), followed by Curiosity (0.58); and the other three
CF-based algorithms bias most w.r.t. Curiosity (differences are 0.58,
0.70, and 0.71 respectively for Rel-CF, Nov-CF, and Ser-CF).

Combining all of the above observations, it suggests similar impli-
cation regarding those five objectives. That is, from the perspective
of balancing the algorithm’s performance between different user
groups, user characteristics would better be considered during the
algorithm development.

5 USERS’ BEHAVIOR PATTERNS
We further look into users’ historical behavior patterns, in order
to interpret the results in Table 2 from another perspective. For
example, to figure out why, given a particular algorithm, younger
users receive recommendations with perceived higher diversity
than older users. In this way, we may better understand, to what
extent, the statistical differences found in the previous analyses
would be caused by users’ behavioral patterns or by the algorithm’s
mechanism.

Concretely, we measured users’ historical preference patterns by
three variables (i.e., percentage of purchases, category coverage, and
interest diversity) and their behavior patterns when participating
the survey [10, 44] by the percentage of positive ratings.

5.1 Historical Preference Patterns
We obtained users’ logs in the past 3 months before the time when
they took part in the survey as described in Section 3. There are
in total 7,717,420 item ids, 9,085 category ids4, and 21,405,555 user-
item clicking records (4.21% of which contain purchasing records).
We then calculated:

• Percentage of purchases. It refers to the ratio of purchase
records in a user’s profile that includes all items s/he has
clicked. Because users’ purchase behavior is binary, we per-
formed log transformation to correct for outliers and skew-
ness [16].

• Category coverage. It is calculated by the number of dis-
tinct category ids in the user’s profile. Users with higher
category coverage have interacted with a wider variety of
item categories.

• Interest diversity. It is calculated by the Shannon entropy
of all categories that have been visited by the user [16].
Higher interest diversity implies that the user’s preference
is more diverse, since her/his visits on those categories are
more evenly distributed.

The results of Spearman’s correlation coefficients between user
characteristics and the above three behavior variables are given in
Table 3, from which we can see that: 1). Males, high-openness users,
high-neuroticism users, and high-curiosity users are more likely to
purchase items (p < 0.01). 2). The results of category coverage are
basically in line with those of interest diversity in terms of Gender,
Age, and Openness. Specifically, we find that females, older users,
and higher-openness users have not only visited more categories
but also more evenly interacted with them (p < 0.05). 3). High-
conscientiousness users and high-curiosity users have more diverse
preferences across the categories they have visited (i.e., with higher
interest diversity, p < 0.05), while high-agreeableness users and

4The categories of each item can be represented as a path in the hierarchical taxonomy
[44] (e.g., “Clothes”→ “Women’s clothing”→ “Suit uniform”→ “Work uniform”, in
which case the leaf category is “Work uniform”). In this work, we mainly counted the
item’s leaf category id.
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Table 3: Spearman’s correlation coefficients between user
characteristics and behavior variables (∗p < 0.05, ∗∗p < 0.01)

Percentage of Category Interest
purchases (log) coverage diversity

Gender 0.035** -0.194** -0.111**
Age -0.006 0.117** 0.128**
Openness 0.033** 0.055** 0.066**
Conscientiousness -0.015 0.011 0.022*
Extraversion 0.012 0.008 0.015
Agreeableness -0.001 0.024** 0.015
Neuroticism 0.027** -0.019* -0.004
Curiosity 0.025** -0.007 0.019*

low-neuroticism users have visited more categories (i.e., with larger
category coverage, p < 0.05).

5.2 Rating Patterns in the Survey
We also analyzed users’ rating patterns in the survey data. We
formally counted the percentage of positive ratings (>=4 on a 5-
point Likert scale; see Table 1) in different user groups. Moreover,
in view of the observation that users’ ratings in terms of different
performance objectives can be related to the difficulty of achieving
each (e.g., the recommendation’s relevance can reach mean rating
(median) of 3.15 (4.00), while that of serendipity is relatively low,
i.e., 2.65 (2.00); see Table 1), we concretely analyzed users’ rating
patterns in terms of each objective.

Results are reported in Table 4. The Chi-Square test was used to
see whether there is a significant association between two variables
(e.g., relevance and gender). If there is significant result (p < 0.05), it
means the percentages of positive ratings (e.g., ratings on relevance)
are significantly different between the two concerned user groups
(e.g., Gender groups). Results show that males, older users, and
high-openness/high-conscientiousness/high-extraversion/high-
neuroticism/high-curiosity users tend to provide more positive rat-
ings in terms of relevance, novelty, unexpectedness, and serendipity;
but less positive ratings in terms of diversity. In the next section,
we discuss how the results could be helpful for interpreting the
identified biases in Table 2.

6 DISCUSSION
6.1 RQ1: Do algorithms have significantly

different performance among different user
groups, in terms of beyond-accuracy
objectives?

We first investigated algorithmic user bias in terms of various per-
formance objectives. Based on results in Section 4, we have three
major observations: 1). Algorithms are more biased in terms of
serendipity compared with other objectives, as almost all of the
results in terms of serendipity are significantly biased between
concerned user groups, and the differences between user groups’
mean ratings on serendipity are mostly larger than those for the
other objectives. This might be because achieving serendipity is
more challenging as it accommodates both relevance and surprise
to be balanced. Previous study [12] showed that correcting for one

bias may lead to another bias, so with two objectives considered to-
gether, obtaining unbiased serendipity between user groups would
become a tougher task. 2). Algorithms are more subject to produce
distinct biased results between user groups w.r.t. Age and Curios-
ity. 3). For a specific kind of algorithmic user bias, algorithms that
exhibit significant bias are all biased in the similar manner, being
consistent with the finding in [36]. For example, those algorithms,
which are significantly biased between Curiosity groups in terms
of serendipity (i.e., HOT, Rel-CF, Nov-CF, and Ser-CF), all provide
more serendipitous recommendations for highly curious users.

We further looked into users’ behavior patterns and found some
interesting phenomena that may explain the above observations,
especially about Age and Curiosity. For instance, older users have
larger catalog coverage and higher interest diversity than younger
users, which indicate that older users are more likely to visit a wider
variety of categories and have more even preference distribution.
This phenomenon may explain why, when evaluating recommen-
dations by an algorithm, older users were easier to feel the recom-
mendation relevant (since the probability of a given category being
relevant to older users would be higher), but were inclined to give
lower diversity ratings compared to younger users, since with more
categories already being interacted with and known, older users
would be less likely to perceive the recommendation different from
previously visited ones.

Another interesting finding is about Curiosity. It shows that
high-curiosity users have higher interest diversity according to
their historical records, but there is no significant correlation with
category coverage, which implies that high curiosity may not nec-
essarily promote users to explore more categories, but would stim-
ulate them to explore a category in depth. It may also explain why
high-curiosity users were easier to give higher ratings on recom-
mendation serendipity, which is in line with the previous findings
that more curious users are more likely to perceive a novel item as
serendipitous and be satisfied with a serendipitous recommendation
[10].

6.2 RQ2: To what extent may the biased
performance lead to the unfairness to users?

As discussed before, because the studied algorithms all bias with
regard to Age/Curiosity groups, it implies that such bias would
better be prioritized by algorithm developers.

Furthermore, combining algorithmic user bias (Table 2) with
users’ survey rating patterns (Table 4), we notice two potentially
problematic biases that may lead to the unfairness to users: 1).
High-agreeableness users are more likely to give positive ratings
in term of novelty as shown in Table 4, but their average ratings
on the novelty of recommendations by Rel-CF/Nov-CF/Ser-CF are
significantly lower compared to low-agreeableness users in Table
2, which infers that the recommendations generated by these three
algorithms are less novel to high-agreeableness users. 2). Low-
neuroticism users are more likely to give positive ratings in term
of relevance as shown in Table 4, but their average ratings on the
relevance of recommendations by HOT/Rel-CF/Nov-CF/Ser-CF are
all lower compared to high-neuroticism users in Table 2, which
infers that these algorithms’ produced recommendations might be
less relevant to low-neuroticism users.
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Table 4: The percentage (%) of positive survey ratings (>=4) in user groups

7 CONCLUSION
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that investigates
recommendation algorithms’ biases regarding beyond-accuracy
objectives (i.e., diversity, novelty, unexpectedness, and serendip-
ity). It is also one of few works that investigate the algorithm bias
from users’ psychological characteristics (such as personality traits
and curiosity). Our method that takes into consideration both al-
gorithmic user biases and users’ behavior patterns might also be
suggestive for identifying some problematic biases that could be pri-
oritized by algorithm developers. In particular, we have three major
observations: 1). Regarding performance objectives, all the studied
algorithms bias more obviously in terms of serendipity relative to
other objectives. 2). As for user characteristics, the degrees of the
observed biases are more distinct between user groups w.r.t. Age
and Curiosity. 3). For a certain kind of bias, the studied algorithms
are all biased (if any) towards the same group. With increasing
studies on the impact of user characteristics on improving beyond-
accuracy recommendations [29, 42, 47, 48], we believe our findings
could promote the development of more unbiased and fairer rec-
ommendation methods.

However, as restricted by the used dataset, we did not investi-
gate biases of other state-of-the-art algorithms [24–26, 47, 48], and
some of other behavior patterns (like the uniformity of user rat-
ings [32]). In the future work, we will attempt to not only address
these limitations, but also study how to develop more unbiased
recommendation algorithms based on the observations.
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